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April Dunne is not impressed. She's had to move from Edinburgh to Highgate, London, with her parents. She's left her friends - and her entire
life - behind. She has to start at a new school and, worst of all, now she's stuck in a creepy old dump of a house which doesn't even have
proper mobile phone reception. Ravenwood, her new school, is a prestigious academy for gifted (financially or academically) students - and
the only place her parents could find her a place, in the middle of term, in the middle of London, on incredibly short notice. So she's stuck with
the super-rich, and the super-smart . . . and trying to fit in when the rest of the students seem to be more glamorous, smarter, or more
talented than she is, is more than tough. It's intimidating and isolating, even when she finds a friend in the conspiracy-theorist Caro Jackson and perhaps finds something more than friendship in the gorgeous, mysterious Gabriel Swift. But there's more going on at Ravenwood than
meets the eye. Practical jokes on new students are normal, but when Gabriel saves her from . . . something . . . in Highgate Cemetery, and
then she discovers that a murder took place just yards away from where she had been standing, April has to wonder if something more
sinister is going on. . . . and whether or not she's going to live through it . . . To find out more about the Ravenwood series visit
www.ravenwoodmysteries.com
Four friends leave behind a dark secret on a paradise island in the Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling novel from Tasmina Perry. It was
supposed to be the perfect summer... On the idyllic island of Angel Cay, four close friends celebrate the end of their exams, but one dark
night will change their innocent lives for ever. As the years pass and each pursues success in different fields - music, fashion, politics -- they
try to put the past behind them. But no matter how high their stars climb, they cannot escape the dreadful truth. And when the consequences
of that fateful night finally catch up with them, for one of the four, there is a terrible price to be paid... Tasmina Perry's mesmerising new novel,
THE LAST KISS GOODBYE, is coming September 2015.
Scruples is the novel that created publishing history, the first-and widely acknowledged to be the very best-novel ever written about the
staggeringly luxurious life of a Beverly Hills boutique and the people who work in it. Scruples was translated into twenty languages and made
Rodeo Drive famous around the world. The New York Post said that "Scruples was born to be a smash bestseller. . . It has more inside
information about the worlds of high fashion and Hollywood than you'd find in a dozen manuals." With Scruples, Judith Krantz earned her
reputation as a blazingly talented and original storyteller. she takes her readers behind the scenes of wealthy and fame to show them the real
people and the real emotions that exist at the core of even the most high-powered lives. Scruples is the leader of her #1 best-selling novels.
Perfect to curl up with this Christmas, The Proposal by Tasmina Perry is a spellbinding tale of second chances that looks back to the year of
the last debutantes. With a haunting love story at its heart, the novel sweeps you away to Fifties London and modern Manhattan. If you love
Kate Morton, Rachel Hore and Santa Montefiore, you will adore this multi-layered, moving read. 'A story of long-buried secrets...Perry
expertly weaves a delicate web of love and betrayal' Daily Express 1958. At eighteen, Georgia Hamilton is sent to London for the Debutante
Season. Independent, and with secret dreams to be a writer, she has no wish to join the other debs competing for a husband. But when
tragedy strikes, her fate appears to have been sealed. 2012. Hurrying to meet her lover, Amy Carrell hopes tonight will change her destiny.
And it does - but not in the way she imagined. Desolate and desperate to get out of London, she accepts a position as companion to a
mysterious stranger, bound for Manhattan - little knowing she is about to unlock a love story that has waited fifty years to be told. And a heart
waiting to come back to life...
The perfect beach read and a book that fans of Tilly Bagshawe will love.
An NYRB Classics Original Thus Were Their Faces offers a comprehensive selection of the short fiction of Silvina Ocampo, undoubtedly one
of the twentieth century’s great masters of the story and the novella. Here are tales of doubles and impostors, angels and demons, a marble
statue of a winged horse that speaks, a beautiful seer who writes the autobiography of her own death, a lapdog who records the dreams of an
old woman, a suicidal romance, and much else that is incredible, mad, sublime, and delicious. Italo Calvino has written that no other writer
“better captures the magic inside everyday rituals, the forbidden or hidden face that our mirrors don’t show us.” Jorge Luis Borges flatly
declared, “Silvina Ocampo is one of our best writers. Her stories have no equal in our literature.” Dark, gothic, fantastic, and grotesque,
these haunting stories are among the world’s most individual and finest.
'A dark and devious psychological thriller with all the glamour you'd expect' Red 'This relentlessly brilliant novel will keep you enthralled from
start to end *****' Heat 'Pacy and full of believable (but tough-to-guess) twists' Cosmopolitan The heartpounding new novel from Sunday
Times bestselling author Tasmina Perry will keep you on the edge of your seat. A must-read for everyone who's been gripped by the THE
GIRLFRIEND by Michelle Frances, J. P. Delaney's THE GIRL BEFORE. or who loved TV's THE AFFAIR. A Summer To Die For To Jem
Chapman, it's the chance of a lifetime. An invitation to join a group in an exclusive Hamptons house-share, who could say no? But when she
discovers what happened last summer, Jem can't help but feel a chill. A young woman was found drowned in the house's pool. The
housemates said Alice was troubled. She'd been drinking. She couldn't swim... A Secret To Kill For As Jem gets to know her glamorous new
housemates, she realises each has something to hide. What really happened last summer? And who would go to any lengths to keep a
person quiet? What readers are saying about The Pool House... 'This rollercoaster read will keep you guessing right to the very end' Closer
'Well-drawn characters and a twisty plot make this page-turner a must-read' Good Housekeeping 'With a smart plot and characters you'll both
love and love to hate' Red 'With dark twists I did not see coming - the perfect end-of-summer read' Daily Mail 'Dark and twisty suspensepacked drama' Woman & Home 'A brilliant page-turner' Prima
‘An addictive plot that is packed with twists and turns. Prepare for larger than life characters, fabulous locations and plenty of humour.’ The
Sun When friends become enemies there are no rules… Ambitious gossip queen Anoushka Silvers is the daughter her abusive father never
wanted. Determined to prove herself to her family, she’ll stop at nothing to get what she wants. But when her bitchy tongue gains her death
threats and the unwanted attention of a stalker, it could be Anoushka who is making the headlines. For actress Evie Merchant, her childhood
dreams of becoming the world’s hottest movie star are just about to come true. But a string of hurtful liaisons with lovers out to use her fame,
has made Evie uncertain about her future. And with Oscar day looming, Evie’s biggest prize of all could be cruelly snatched from her. A
loveless upbringing has made wild child Regan Phoenix search for quick-fix highs from drink, drugs and meaningless sex. But when the
opportunity of starring in her own reality show comes along, Regan grabs it with both hands, hoping to put her trashy past behind her. From
fashionable London to stunning Venice and glitzy LA, Trinity takes you into a glamorous and thrilling world you won’t want to leave. 'Sex and
scandal abound in this full-throttle thrill-ride through the hidden lives of the mega-rich. Trinity sizzles with bitchery, bling and betrayal, and is
the perfect accompaniment to your sunlounger this summer' Victoria Fox 'Trinity is so much fun. A great summer bonkbuster.' Tasmina Perry
‘Such a fun, sexy read - perfect for the beach’ Paul Burston 'Opening Trinity is like biting into a very indulgent, rich, rare chocolate, it's
naughty but my word you enjoy every bite. Each chapter serves a delicious helping of glamour, secrets, and intrigue.’ Genvieve Ni
Reamoinn, TV Presenter and Journalist Read what everyone is saying about Nigel May… ‘Packed full of sauciness, darkness and intrigue,
this lively romp of a story takes you on a colourful journey through the world of showbiz, from the ultra-highs to the face-planting lows. If
you're looking for a sexy, racy, riotous read for your sun lounger this summer, this is the perfect choice.’ HeatMagazine 'ADDICTED is a
sexy, dark, thrilling celebrity whirlwind that lifts the curtain on some blistering superstar scandal. It's the most fun you can have between two
covers. I need more!' Victoria Fox

Perfect Strangers. A must-read for fans of hit TV show Riviera. 'Takes you to the most glamorous corners of the globe
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while keeping you on the edge of your seat' - Glamour When Sophie Ellis is asked to house-sit at a luxurious
Knightsbridge townhouse, it appears to be the offer of a lifetime. Drawn into the glittering circle of the home's owner, she
meets wealthy American businessman Nick Cooper and is swept up into a thrilling and passionate affair. But when Nick
is found dead in his hotel suite, Sophie is suddenly the prime suspect for his murder, and soon realises Nick was not the
man he seemed. Racing to find the truth and clear her name, Sophie must elude not only the authorities but also a group
of dangerous players who believe Sophie has something that they want. And who won't stop until she's caught... What
readers are saying about Perfect Strangers: 'Fast, thrilling, and intriguing. There are a lot of surprises, twists and turns to
keep you on the edge of your seat and desperate to read on' 'A truly magnificent read that had me reading into the early
hours of the morning' 'Perfect Strangers encompasses a great mix of mystery, excitement, drama and a touch of
romance and keeps on throwing new twists and turns your way'
A number-one bestseller from one of Britain’s most popular novelists, Sheer Abandon is an all-consuming story revolving
around the consequences of a desperate act . . . Martha, Clio, and Jocasta meet by chance at Heathrow airport in 1985
as they are starting off on separate backpacking adventures, and they decide to spend the first few days of their trips
together in Thailand. When they go their separate ways, they vow to get together in London the following year. But many
years pass before the three cross paths again, and the once-capricious, carefree girls now all have thriving careers. One
of them, however, harbors a terrible secret: On her return from her pre-college excursion, she abandoned her just-born
daughter at Heathrow. Clio has fulfilled her ambition of becoming a doctor, only to find herself trapped in a marriage to an
arrogant surgeon who belittles her and her professional achievements. Martha is a highly paid corporate lawyer, just
embarking on a political career. Dedicated to her job, she has had little time for personal relationships and lives a busy,
but lonely life. Jocasta, a tabloid newspaper reporter with an infallible instinct for the big story, is in love with a charming
colleague who can’t make the permanent commitment she longs for. The infant abandoned at Heathrow has grown up
under the loving care of her adoptive family. Now a beautiful teenager named Kate, she sets out to find her birth
mother—a quest that unexpectedly brings the women together and exposes the secret buried so many years before.
Impossible to put down, Sheer Abandon is top-notch women’s fiction.
An exclusive free sampler from Tasmina Perry's new novel THE LAST KISS GOODBYE. A spellbinding tale of love, loss
and long-buried secrets from the Sunday Times bestselling author. If you loved spending A Week in Paris with Rachel
Hore or taking the Last Voyage of the Valentina with Santa Montefiore, you will adore this unforgettable novel. Everyone
remembers their first kiss. But what about the last? 1961. Journalist Rosamund Bailey is ready to change the world.
When she meets explorer and man about town Dominic Blake, she realises she has found the love of her life. Just as
happiness is in their grasp, the worst happens, and their future is snatched away. 2014. Deep in the vaults of a museum,
archivist Abby Morgan stumbles upon a breathtaking find. A faded photograph of a man saying goodbye to the woman he
loves. Looking for a way to escape her own heartache, Abby becomes obsessed with the story, little realising that behind
the image frozen in time lies a secret altogether more extraordinary.
Stunning Olivia Asgill is about to marry into one of the richest and most powerful families in the United States. But the
Asgills are not all they seem and their past is riddled with lies. Renowned publist Tess Garrisen has no easy task keeping
secrets locked away until the big day is over, secrets always resurface when least expected.
Jane Williams begins to feel that God has forgotten her when her perfect life--a dream job, a great Manhattan apartment,
and a happy romance--falls apart in a single day as she loses her boyfriend, her best friend, her job, her home, and
perhaps her dog, and struggles to hold herself together, in a modern-day retelling of the story of Job. Original. 50,000 first
printing.
'So likeable, smart and wise. A bittersweet read about love, life and friendship that makes you stop and think long after
you've finished reading the last page.' - bestselling author Tasmina Perry 'Entertaining, funny and full of wisdom, I loved
this book.' - bestselling author Katie Fforde 'I read this recently and loved it SO much. I cried buckets, but it's ultimately a
really positive, uplifting book about making every day count.' - bestselling author Clare Mackintosh The smallest things
can make the biggest difference. Annie has been sad for so long that she's forgotten how to be any other way. Until she
meets Polly. Polly is everything that Annie is not. She's colourful, joyful, happy. Because if recent events have taught
Polly anything, it's that your time is too short to waste a single day. Polly has one hundred days to help Annie find
happiness. Annie's convinced it's impossible, but so is saying no to Polly. And on an unforgettable journey, Annie begins
to realise that maybe, just maybe, there's still colour to be found in the world. But then it becomes clear that Polly's about
to need her new friend more than ever...and Annie will have to decide once and for all whether letting others in is a risk
worth taking. If you liked Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine or The Keeper of Lost Things, you'll love How to Be Happy
'A joyful, wise read' - Rosie Blake 'It's a gorgeous book - funny, touching, sweet, sad and profound.' - Daisy Buchanan
The international bestseller! The book beaches were made for! When New York billionaire Adam Gold moves to London,
every red-blooded woman wants to get him into bed...and down the aisle. Karin is a successful fashion entrepreneur and
London's most glamorous socialite. Her name is synonymous with style and class, and Adam Gold could be her perfect
accessory -- but can the whispers surrounding her ex-husband's death keep her from her prize? Erin, a young, naïve
country girl with literary aspirations, never dreamed of traveling in such lofty social circles until she finds herself in the role
of Adam's personal assistant and protégé. As her sights grow higher, the promise of riches, and lust for her handsome
boss, threaten everything she once valued. Molly, a fading eighties supermodel, can't seem to leave her glory days, or
her expensive drug habit, in the past. Ultracompetitive, unabashedly ruthless, Molly will risk everything to secure the man
who may be her last chance at marriage. Summer, Molly's daughter, is an innocent beauty living in the shadow of her
famous mother. When she lands a television deal and becomes the latest "it girl," Adam Gold takes notice. From Monte
Carlo to Lake Como, St. Moritz to St. Barts, Gold Diggers takes a heady journey through the social circuit of the superrich
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into a world of sizzling passion, ruthless ambition and scorching betrayal.
Passionate. Explosive. Impossible to put down. Tasmina Perry is back with her most spectacular novel yet. Beneath the
shimmering surface lies a dark secret... Diana and Julian Denver have the world at their feet. With a blissful marriage, a
darling son and beautiful homes in London and the country, Diana's life, to the outside world, is perfect. But nothing is as
it seems... When Julian dies suddenly and tragically, Diana is convinced there is more to it than meets the eye. She calls
on the one person she had never wanted to see again - her sister, Rachel. A former tabloid reporter, Rachel appears to
be living the dream as a diving instructor on a Thai island. The truth is she's in exile, estranged from her family and driven
from her career by Fleet Street's phone-hacking scandal. For Rachel, Diana's request opens old wounds. But she is
determined to make amends for the past, and embarks on a treacherous journey to uncover the truth - wherever it may
lead...
Sophie Marchant needs a lucky break. First her boyfriend announces that, far from wanting to get engaged, he’s off to
Dubai for work. Then, in Paris, her mother goes missing. Feeling totally lost and with nothing to lose, Sophie travels back
to her childhood home for the first time in five years to help find her mother and look after the family macaron shop in
Paris. It should be a dream gig, but when it comes to family - and love - nothing is ever that simple, especially when
there’s a sexy, complicated ex involved... Can Sophie find her mother? Can she find herself again? Who is she truly in
love with? Maybe Paris, the gorgeous city of romance can help her figure all of this out... Lost and Found in Paris is a
triumph, a brilliant and moving tale of love, family and heartbreak, perfect for fans of Holly Martin, Jenny Oliver and Tilly
Tennant
This book explores the discrimination encountered and propagated by individuals in online environments. The editors
develop the concept of 'online othering' as a tool through which to analyse and make sense of the myriad toxic and
harmful behaviours which are being created through, or perpetuated via, the use of communication-technologies such as
the internet, social media, and ‘the internet of things’. The book problematises the dichotomy assumed between real
and virtual spaces by exploring the construction of online abuse, victims' experiences, resistance to online othering, and
the policing of interpersonal cyber-crime. The relationship between various socio-political institutions and experiences of
online hate speech are also explored. Online Othering explores the extent to which forms of information-technologies
facilitate, exacerbate, and/or promote the enactment of traditional offline offences (such as domestic abuse and stalking).
It focuses on the construction and perpetration of online abuse through examples such as the far-right, the alt-right and
Men's Rights Activists. It also explores experiences of, and resistance to, online abuse via examples such as victims'
experiences of revenge porn, online abuse and misogyny, transphobia, disability hate crime, and the ways in which
online othering is intersectional. Finally, the collection addresses the role of the police and other agencies in terms of
their interventions, and the regulation and governance of virtual space(s). Contributions to the volume come from fields
including sociology; communication and media studies; psychology; criminology; political studies; information science
and gender studies. Online Othering is one of the very first collections to explore a multitude of abuses and their
relationship to information and communication technology.
Escape with Sunday Times bestseller Tasmina Perry into an intoxicating world where games are played to mask the
truth, where there is no one you can trust, and where being too good at your job can put your life in danger... Anna
Kennedy loves her career. A young associate with a top media law firm, she's the lawyer to the stars, hiding their sins
from the hungry media. When Anna fails to prevent a damaging story being printed about heart-throb movie star Sam
Charles she finds herself fighting to save not only his reputation, but also her own. But Anna is about to uncover a
scandal more explosive than even Sam's infidelities. A party girl is already dead and those responsible are prepared to
silence anyone who stands in their way. Not least a pretty young lawyer who knows too much...
Original SinHarperCollins UK
For fans of Jojo Moyes and Elizabeth Noble.
From the Sunday Times bestselling author of THE POOL HOUSE, a sensationally twisty page-turner about a woman with
the perfect life and a woman determined to steal it. 'Gripping from the off... sexy, scandalous brilliance... this book is a
genuine must *****' Heat 'A book to cancel plans for - we were completely gripped' Closer She thinks your life is perfect.
She thinks you don't deserve it. Your job Amy is more than happy to offer the daughter of an old friend work experience
at her London magazine. Josie is young and ambitious. She just needs a foot in the door. Your home When Josie arrives,
she swiftly makes herself indispensable at work and at home. And when childcare falls through before a long-awaited
university reunion in Provence, it begins to look as if Josie may be staying longer than Amy had bargained for. Your
husband In the heat of Provence, Josie's presence starts to unsettle Amy, especially around her husband. As cracks
begin to appear in Amy's perfect life, she cannot shake the feeling that the family friend may not be a friend at all... Don't
miss this gripping, addictive read. It will make you think twice about who you invite into your home...
Everyone remembers their first kiss. But what about the last? A spellbinding tale of love, loss and long-buried secrets
from the Sunday Times bestselling author. If you loved spending A Week in Paris with Rachel Hore or taking the Last
Voyage of the Valentina with Santa Montefiore, you will adore this unforgettable novel. 1961. Journalist Rosamund Bailey
is ready to change the world. When she meets explorer and man about town Dominic Blake, she realises she has found
the love of her life. Just as happiness is in their grasp, the worst happens, and their future is snatched away. 2014. Deep
in the vaults of a museum, archivist Abby Gordon stumbles upon a breathtaking find. A faded photograph of a man
saying goodbye to the woman he loves. Looking for a way to escape her own heartache, Abby becomes obsessed with
the story, little realising that behind the image frozen in time lies a secret altogether more extraordinary.
Four elegant, successful, and sophisticated women in their forties are called to New York’s Pierre Hotel to meet Lili—a
beautiful, young, and notoriously temperamental Hollywood movie star. None of the women knows exactly why she is
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there; each has a reason to hate Lili and each of them is astonished to see the others. They are old friends who share a
guilty secret and who have for years been doing their best to keep that secret quiet. Their lives are changed forever,
however, when Lili suddenly confronts them. When the women refuse to answer her, Lili proceeds to travel around the
world through the playgrounds of the rich and famous, seeking to answer the question that has obsessed and almost
destroyed her. From Paris to London, from the boardroom to the bedroom, Lace takes readers into the rarified world of
five unforgettable women who are as beautiful, as complex, and as strong as...lace.
During the era of the French revolution, patriots across Europe tried to introduce a national uniform. This book, the first
comparative study of national uniform schemes, discusses case studies from Austria, Bulgaria, England, France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Turkey the United States, and Wales.
"An assured, powerful novel that blends suspense and rich family drama...it is, in a word, unforgettable." --William
Landay, author of DEFENDING JACOB Wendy Walker's All Is Not Forgotten begins in the small, affluent town of
Fairview, Connecticut, where everything seems picture perfect. Until one night when young Jenny Kramer is attacked at
a local party. In the hours immediately after, she is given a controversial drug to medically erase her memory of the
violent assault. But, in the weeks and months that follow, as she heals from her physical wounds, and with no factual
recall of the attack, Jenny struggles with her raging emotional memory. Her father, Tom, becomes obsessed with his
inability to find her attacker and seek justice while her mother, Charlotte, struggles to pretend this horrific event did not
touch her carefully constructed world. As Tom and Charlotte seek help for their daughter, the fault lines within their
marriage and their close-knit community emerge from the shadows where they have been hidden for years, and the
relentless quest to find the monster who invaded their town - or perhaps lives among them - drive this psychological
thriller to a shocking and unexpected conclusion.
Matthew knows that he died twenty years ago. He has, after all, been bouncing around New York city ever since, causing
mischief and having fun as a supernatural being. But recently some problems have been cropping up: not only is he
hallucinating things in garbage cans, but his mentor doesn't think he's working up to his full potential, his best friend can't
offer any solace but drunken confusion, and his wife is dying in Central Park. See, the past twenty years haven't meant a
thing because now it's time for Matthew to make his second choice and become a tester of humanity. And that's all
before the zombies show up. Come explore the world of Matthew and Epp and see what a samurai from Feudal Japan
has to do with the course of modern physics, what a two-thousand year old Roman slave has to do with the summit of
Mount Everest, and what a dead man from Brooklyn has to do with the fate of the world.
Breathlessly exciting, gloriously glamorous, PERFECT STRANGERS is Sunday Times bestseller Tasmina Perry's most
thrilling novel to date. Just an innocent invitation... When Sophie Ellis is asked to house-sit at a luxurious Knightsbridge
townhouse, it appears to be the offer of a lifetime. Drawn into the glittering circle of the home's owner, she meets wealthy
American businessman Nick Cooper and is swept up into a thrilling and passionate affair. But when Nick is found dead in
his hotel suite, Sophie is suddenly the prime suspect for his murder, and soon realises Nick was not the man he seemed.
Racing to find the truth and clear her name, Sophie must elude not only the authorities but also a group of dangerous
players who believe Sophie has something that they want. And who won't stop until she's caught... Escape with Tasmina
Perry from London to New York to the exotic Cote D'Azur, and into a world where a simple case of mistaken identity
unravels a web of lies and international conspiracy.
On a calm moonlit night, as the scent of jasmine and pine embraced the island of Ascension, the pirate prince Lazar di
Fiori returns with lethal grace to avenge what was stolen from him: his kingdom, his birthright, his soul. . . . Allegra
Monteverdi, the daughter of Lazar's sworn enemy, proves an uncommonly powerful adversary. She throws herself on his
mercy, her courage and beauty touching his cold, unforgiving heart. He agrees to spare the lives of her family--but only if
Allegra sails away with him as his captive. For his quest for vengeance still burns fiercely, and he will settle for nothing
less than Allegra's body and soul. Alone at sea with this dark, intriguing man, moving between seduction and fear,
Allegra gazes into eyes as deep and mysterious as the night and sees who this pirate really is. Lazar--the prince of her
childhood dreams. Though he was rumored to be murdered years ago, she always believed someday he would return.
But it will take more than her love for this pirate prince to bring peace to her beloved home. For Lazar must face the
demons of his shattered past--if he is to forge the destiny that is theirs to claim. . . .
"This book is like no other romance I have ever read." 5 star Amazon review"This is an incredible debut novel." 5 star
Amazon review"The sexual tension and chemistry is off the charts!" @taysreadingnook A fake persona, a blossoming
career and a CEO she hates and desires in equal measure. What could go wrong? Lottie Matheson has everything going
for her: wealth and privilege, single-minded ambition and a brand new graduate job in the thick of London's thrilling startup scene. But Lottie Matheson isn't who she seems. Hiding behind a false identity to distance herself from a troubled
background, Lottie becomes embroiled in an affair with her brilliant and charismatic but famously attached CEO Marcus
Armstrong. But, as their relationship intensifies, their colleagues become suspicious, and before long, the secrets are out.
All of them. With everything broken - her heart, her reputation, her spirit - will Lottie ever find the strength to start again?
A Class Act is part of the Square Mile interlinked series of books, perfect for fans of Louise Bagshawe, Tasmina Perry, LJ
Shen and Anna Todd. The Square Mile series follows some of the sexiest and most privileged alpha men in London's
famous banking quarter in the City, along with the bright, beautiful and ambitious women who bring them to heel. The
books are filled to the brim with brains, money, desire, obsession and rivalry. Not forgetting the all-important happy
ending. Square Mile book #2, He Turned, is due out Autumn 2020. MORE REVIEWS FOR A CLASS ACT: The perfect
romance Absolutely loved this book. Marcus and Lottie are just such a great character match. The story was so cleverly
put together and didnt have the usual expected outcomes of other office romances I've read. Really enjoyed the
dynamics of the characters and how easily the story flowed. My first book from this author but it will definitely not be my
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last!5 star amazon.co.uk review 5 star read! This book is like no other romance I have ever read. I have to admit romance
novels are my guilty pleasure, but I sometimes hate how soppy and cringey they are! But not this one.The storyline is full
of suspense... Overall, this book was a great read. A page turner, and different from all the cliché romances ive read
before.5 star amazon.co.uk review A very lovely surprise! I went in fully expecting a normal office romance but this was
anything but. This book is incredibly well written with an amazing amount of detail, I've come away feeling like i actually
know something about an industry I'd barely even known existed... There are a few sexy scenes but overall i'd say the
steam takes a backseat to the story. It also kept me guessing right to the end just what would happen! This is an
incredible debut novel , I honestly cannot wait to see what's next from this author5 star goodreads review Absolutely
devoured! What an incredible book. This was one of those books that I couldn't put down but tried to make it last as long
as possible so it didn't end. This will be a favourite re-read!!5 star goodreads review
An old flame. A new spark. Love can find you in the most unlikely places. Sunday Times bestselling author Karen Swan
returns with The Secret Path, taking us deep into the heart of the Costa Rican jungle – complete with her trademark
romance, glamour, and jaw-dropping twists. At only twenty, Tara Tremain has everything: she’s a trainee doctor,
engaged to the man of her dreams – Alex, a passionate American biology student. But just when life seems perfect, Alex
betrays her in the worst way possible. Ten years later, she’s moved on – with a successful career, good friends and a
man who loves her. But when she’s pulled back into her wealthy family’s orbit for a party in the heart of Costa Rica,
she’s flung into a crisis: a child is desperately ill and the only treatment is several days’ trek away, deep in the jungle.
There's only one person who can help - but can she trust the man who broke her heart? Your Costa Rican adventure
awaits. Praise for Karen Swan ‘Stylish and compelling’ - Woman & Home ‘Smart plots, brilliant characters and juicy
romance’ - Heat ‘Enthralling and magical’ - Woman
ONLY FOOLS LET A LITTLE THING LIKE MARRIAGE GET IN THE WAY OF THEIR CAREERS... ESPECIALLY
SOMEONE ELSE'S... David Cooper cheats on his wife. She doesn't cheat -- and that suits him fine. Until the young and
beautiful Claudia appears and David wants out of his marriage. But Claudia has different ideas -- different dreams: To be
a model, an actress, a star. And she'll do anything to make it. Just name a price... THE WORLD IS FULL OF MARRIED
MEN is a devastating exposure of the cut throat media business -- the phony promises and the very real power of the
casting couch.
"I THINK ONE OF DADDY'S LITTLE GIRLS KILLED HIM." For the four glamorous daughters of Lord Oswald Balcon, money can
buy anything. From Fendi handbags to Ivy League educations, they live in a world of designer labels and unrestricted opulence -their father's money and aristocratic status, coupled with their dazzling good looks, bought them every opportunity and advantage.
They are beautiful, blond, and barely thirty, and the world is their luxury playground. Venetia, the sophisticated interior designer,
has booming professional success but is desperate for a child and an escape from a loveless marriage. Camilla, the rising political
star, is too brilliant and ambitious for any of her unworthy lovers to handle. Sweet yet savvy Cate is living out her ultimate dream,
launching her own magazine, with an all-too-handsome business partner. The baby of the family, Serena, is one of the country's
most beautiful actresses, on the cusp of international stardom, but her party-girl lifestyle is bringing about more scandal than
success. The girls are the darlings of the London paparazzi, but when Lord Balcon turns up dead, the shadow of suspicion falls on
his four daughters. A jealous tyrant, Daddy has tried to bring his daughters down all their lives. These four women -- at the top of
their careers in show business, publishing, interior design, and politics -- must face an awful accusation, and each other, as they
try to discover the truth that lies beneath the glossy surface of their lives. The facade of the Balcon family hides a web of deceit
and betrayal, in which a thirty-year-old secret lurks, threatening to destroy them all. From the sun-drenched beaches of the
Caribbean to Manhattan's elite society circuit, from the exclusive fashion houses of Milan to the star-studded streets of Cannes,
the Balcon sisters play out their lives in a whirl of glitz and the ultra chic. But as tragedy and danger stalk every one of them, the
scene is set for a stunning climax.
Saul Milford, owner of one of England's oldest & most prestigious luxury goods companies, is dead, but who will inherit his estate?
For years Saul's niece Cassandra has believed that she would be the sole benefactor. But she's not the only family member with
their eye on the ultimate prize.
'Seductive and mysterious...the perfect novel to while away a summer's afternoon' Express. Sunday Times bestseller Tasmina
Perry is back with a delicious summer read. Unlock the secrets of the mysterious house on Sunset Lake... Casa D'Or, the
mysterious plantation house on Sunset Lake, has been in the Wyatt family for over fifty years. Jennifer Wyatt returns there from
university full of hope, as summer by the lake stretches ahead of her. Yet by the time it is over her heart will be broken, her family
in tatters, her dreams long gone. Twenty years later, Casa D'Or stands neglected, a victim of tragic events. Jennifer has closed the
door on her past. Then Jim, the man she met and fell in love with that magical summer, comes back into her life, with a plan to
return Casa D'Or to its former glory. Their reunion will stir up old ghosts for both of them, and reveal the dark secrets the house still
holds close...
A magnificent, moving epic with a haunting secret love story at its heart, which will sweep you from present-day Manhattan to
London in 1958 - the year of the last debutantes. 1958. At eighteen, Georgia Hamilton is sent to London for the Debutante
Season. Independent, and with secret dreams to be a writer, she has no wish to join the other debs competing for a husband. But
when tragedy strikes, her fate appears to have been sealed. 2012. Hurrying to meet her lover, Amy Carrell hopes tonight will
change her destiny. And it does - but not in the way she imagined. Desolate and desperate to get out of London, she accepts a
position as companion to a mysterious stranger, bound for Manhattan - little knowing she is about to unlock a love story that has
waited fifty years to be told. And a heart waiting to come back to life...
In her U.S. debut, bestselling British novelist Green introduces an irresistible heroine who sets out to tackle attraction, addiction,
and the meaning of true love.
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about her late mother, two captivating love stories unfurl
in this captivating novel from the author of The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous ballerina -- has
passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her grandmother falls ill and bequeaths to Kate a small portrait of a woman who bears a
striking resemblance to Kate's mother, Kate uncovers a mystery that may upend everything she thought she knew. Kate's journey
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to find the true identity of the woman in the portrait takes her to some of the world's most iconic and indulgent locales, revealing a
love story that began in the wild 1920s and was disrupted by war and could now spark new love for Kate. Alternating between
Kate's present-day hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and Found casts light on family secrets and love -- both lost
and found.
Brutally targeted by the "White Devil" serial killer, crime writer Matt Wells knows what it's like to look evil in the face and survive.
He's rebuilt his life--but with a disciple of his tormentor still at large, he has never stopped looking over his shoulder. When mystery
writers start dying and his friend is found murdered, Matt's paranoia appears well-founded. Now he must use all his resources to
orchestrate the psychopath's end. But as cryptic clues to the next victims mock him, it is chillingly clear that his dance with the
devil has only just begun....
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